Neurally triggered breaths have reduced response time, work of breathing, and asynchrony compared with pneumatically triggered breaths in a recovering animal model of lung injury.
Our objective was to compare response time, pressure time product as a reflection of work of breathing, and incidence and type of asynchrony in neurally vs. pneumatically triggered breaths in a spontaneously breathing animal model with resolving lung injury. Prospective animal study. Experimental laboratory. Male Yorkshire pigs. Intubated, sedated pigs were ventilated using neurally adjusted ventilatory assist and pressure support ventilation with healthy and sick/recruited lungs. After injury, the lung was recruited using a computer-driven protocol. Respiratory mechanics were determined using a forced oscillation technique, and airway flow and pressure waveforms were acquired using a pneumotachograph. Waveforms were analyzed for trigger delay, pressure time product, and asynchrony. Trigger delay was defined as the time interval (ms) from initiation of a breath to the beginning of ventilator pressurization. Pressure time product was measured as the area of the pressure curve for animal effort (area A) and ventilator response (area B). Asynchrony was classified according to triggering problems, adequacy of flow delivery, and adequate breath termination. Mean values were compared using the Wilcoxon signed-ranks test (p < .05). Trigger delay (ms) was less in neurally triggered breaths (pressure support ventilation healthy 104 ± 27 vs. neurally adjusted ventilatory assist healthy 72 ± 30, pressure support ventilation sick/recruited 77 ± 18 vs. neurally adjusted ventilatory assist sick/recruited 38 ± 18, p < .01). Pressure time product areas A and B were decreased for neurally triggered breaths compared with pressure support ventilation in both healthy and recruited animals (p ≤ .02). Overall, the percentage of asynchrony was less for neurally adjusted ventilatory assist breaths in the recruited animals (pressure support ventilation 27% and neurally adjusted ventilatory assist 6%). Neurally triggered breaths have reduced asynchrony, trigger delay, and pressure time product, which may indicate reduced work of breathing associated with less effort to trigger the ventilator and faster response to effort. Further study is required to demonstrate if these differences will lead to decreased days of ventilation and less use of sedation in patients.